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ABSTRACT

Intelligent Object Framework (IOF) is a new communication standard over a wireless network supporting existing multiple sets of architectural solutions. The Framework consists of a framework design that enables devices of different platforms to communicate by a common data exchange model via a device management controller. This paper provides a descriptive analysis of functional requirements for the IOF. The purpose of the proposed system is to provide a platform independent device (Intelligent Object) management by utilization of set components. The functional requirements focus on deriving primary functionality of server and client applications by description of required inputs, behaviours and outputs.
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1. WIRELESS APPLICATIONS

Celine Graham stated that the use of Wi-Fi connectivity in non-PC based devices such as MP3 players, dual mode cellular and Wi-Fi VoIP phones, video games, printers, smart phones, PDA’s, tablets and televisions is rapidly growing [1]. It has been reported by the In-Sat and Wi-Fi Alliance [1,2] that 56 million cellular Wi-Fi phones had been shipped (up ~52%), around 48 million consumer electronics devices (consoles, digital televisions, set-top boxes, printers) units shipped which is up 51% and staggering 71 million Portable Consumer Electronic Devices that account for hand-held games, cameras, portable music player units shipped (up 3%) only in 2008 [3]. The advancements and modularity of the Wi-Fi modules have increased productivity and sales of electronics devices drastically.

The use of wireless applications, however, stretches even further than conventional devices and has been implemented in varieties of different systems. One of typical applications outside the device spectrum has been seen in home automation systems. One particular system is Ambient Intelligence within a Home Environment [4] which aims to implement a collaborative system of wireless proportions to accommodate many devices to talk to a central control unit. The system has been implemented as an automated ambient home solution exhibiting devices such as the television, washing machine, heating system to be accessed wirelessly. The technology has been utilized accordingly to its specifications to a great advantage although the initial architecture does limit the user to be using only a certain set of appliances in accordance to the system. This exhibits future integration issues that are limited by the design.

WiiKey Smartphone application [6] is another interesting application that has been researched by applying wireless technology. The research is focused around smart objects that act as wireless
devices, potentially controlled wirelessly by a controller application. The concept of WiiKey has been thought out quite well but the fundamental framework is flawed. The author of WiiKey has not thought out the framework well enough in order to incorporate a standard set of protocols used for interconnecting these devices with a common application and providing the tools for future integrations with other devices or systems.

Certain methodologies need to be considered when implementing wireless solutions. There are also a number of standards that need to be followed in order to fully utilize capabilities of wireless technologies. Depending on the type of system design and application, environmental parameters and range need to be considered. Being an excellent wireless technology, despite having higher power consumption than other wireless technologies, when integrated into devices such as Smartphone or similar mobile phone devices it turns the device into a serious piece of equipment readily available to be integrated in a number of environments. Having wireless technology embedded in a device, with the right software readily available, it could potentially control other devices wirelessly.

An example of Wi-Fi application being integrated into a real time environment is iPhone’s Augmented Reality game Drone [6]. It is a perfect example of good engineering practice utilizing multimedia streaming and device control over a Wi-Fi network. iPhone’s AR.Drone attempts to bring the reality of gaming into home by creating a real-time environment and device control. A quadricopter connects to a home wireless network. An iPhone application is launched which connects to the AR.Drone. Figure 1 shows the integration between the AR.Drone and iPhone running over a Wi-Fi router. The simplicity in applications lies in the protocol design. This renders devices to be usable across many different networks ranging from wireless, to Ethernet and 3G.
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**Figure 1.** Augmented Reality Drone integrated with iPhone over Wi-Fi [6]

Once the communications have been established, the AR.Drone streams live video feed from two of its on-board cameras. The video stream is routed off by the router to the iPhone. The iPhone’s application captures the live-stream and renders the video feed. Via the same communications channel, although a different communication port, iPhone is able to send commands that control the movement of the AR.Drone. This device infrastructure defines the necessary components needed to show the portability, efficiency and effectiveness of Smartphone application with integrated Wi-Fi modules being capable of wireless communication and task executions with other devices run on the same Wi-Fi standard.
2. **DEVICE DISCOVERY**

Functional requirements of the IOF consist of device discovery, server discovery, device function exchange, device execution process and asynchronous device status notification.

Primary basis of device discovery requirement states that a device must conform to a protocol standard. Within the protocol standard lies the discovery method that is, by definition, either a manual or an automated process. The rudimentary principle of device discovery is determined by the network to which a device is connected to. In order for the device to be discovered, the Intelligent Object Framework Management Application, *the server that is hosting the application*, and the Intelligent Object Device must be on the same network [7, 8]. Secondary requirement is that the device must be listening on a UDP protocol, which is detailed in the Protocol Layer of the IOF [9]. Based on the set network parameters, the developed Management Studio [7, 8] can initiate discovery process outlined as shown in Figure 2.

![Device Discovery Diagram](image)

*Figure 2. Device Discovery Diagram*
As the search process commences, the Management Studio has three options based on the set result. If the search result returns no devices, the search process can either repeat the operation based on the number of attempts; re-schedule the search to occur at a later time which is determined by a random function or end the process allowing a manual search. In case of successful device discovery, the next process that follows is a successful connection to the device. Once a successful connection has been initialized, the Management services request device functions, upon which the received function set is stored to a database. The process that describes the data processing layer is detailed in the Data Layer of the IOF [9]. Once the Management Studio has successfully retrieved Intelligent Object functions, it synchronizes, sets up the operation environment and loads all available device functions. At this point a function execution communication channel is initiated and the user is able to control the device. The communication channel is spawned as a separate thread, away from the main service thread, which allows asynchronous data retrieval and communication to the intelligent object device and vice versa.

The next section describes server discovery mechanism. It is a similar process to device discovery although there are minor differences that the device must conform in order to gain successful authentication to the Management Studio.
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3. Server Discovery

The server discovery process works vice-versa to the device discovery process. In this instance the device seeks authentication from the management server. For the device to be connected to the Management Studio server, the device must also conform to a set of protocol rules [9]. In case of a successful server discovery, the device seeks an authorization to join the server. If the authorization is granted, the device is subjected to two possible operations as illustrated in Figure 3. One is to join the network as an existing device and synchronize with server, the other is to provide its set of functionalities. The process is no different to the previously described operation in Figure 2, with the difference being the server seeks authorization for access from the services. In a uniformly distributed IOF system, the process is repeated for each new device. If a device is part of the network, the authentication and function forwarding does not occur, as descriptor flags are set within the database.

4. Device Function Exchange

The device function exchange model describes the communication steps required to achieve function exchange from the Intelligent Object device to the services. There are a number of steps services and device need to go through for successful exchange. The next two sections show the request and response transmission from a higher level.

4.1. Function Request (Server to Device)

Following successful authentication to the IOF services, the services make a request to the Intelligent Object device to pass down the functions. The model is relatively a simple description of the request packet header [10] which holds the trigger value required by the framework to initiate function exchange. Current model is designed to request one function at a time and for each function to request its set of parameters. This model needs to be followed as UDP communication is not a reliable transport protocol, although fits appropriately within the IOF model. The UDP protocol is later described in more thorough detail and how it fits in with the framework. Figure 4 describes the high level function request model. The device initially sends a device descriptor packet, described later, followed by device data and the function data which holds the function information. Once the data is received, device initiates function counter which decrements as the functions are received.
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Figure 5 further describes how the device handles the initiation of function request, and the iteration process required for each function to be received.
As the data is received by the device, function counter sets up the function call stack, which is an enumerated process based on the number of iterations required to achieve successful reception of all functions and their parameters. There is a slight overhead during the function exchange communication due to the UDP packet size limitation, so the process needs to make several trips to complete the exchange.

### 4.2. Function Request Response (Device to Server)

Function request response model fits in tightly with the function request model as the two processes reciprocate until the device has sent all of its functions down to the services. Being a tightly coupled model mimics a typical server request, device response communication enabling reliable data exchange. Once the services receive the number of functions a particular device has, it automatically knows how many times it needs to iterate its function request process. Once the device receives the request, it sends the next function down followed by all the function parameters which bind to that function. Figure 6 loosely shows this process, and a more descriptive explanation is presented in [9, 10].
5. DEVICE EXECUTION PROCESS

The primary and most important feature of the IOF is the ability for a user to execute arbitrary commands and functions that reside on the Intelligent Object. The device itself is preloaded with a set of available functions that are passed to the IOF services, as described in the previous sections. The device execution process conforms to the framework as it allows the execution to take place. An example of the execution process is turning the temperature up or down on an Intelligent Object enabled air conditioning system within the household environment. The user requests a function to be executed. This process takes place initially on the Intelligent Object’s Management Studio, which processes the user request and creates the request packet. The request packet is then sent to the device and finally executed. The high level process is further described in the next sections.

5.1. Execution Request (Server to Device)

Initially once the application is started, the services are placed in their own thread. This maintains application and processing separation allowing asynchronous (multithreaded) application environment. The second portion of the process is to fetch the intelligent object data from the database and store it in a collection. The collection is made up of intelligent objects stored in class structures. When the user is accessing intelligent device data, it is accessing it at runtime from the collection.
Upon a function execution request, the collection is checked if the device is online; the function data is then checked as shown in Figure 7. The user must also enter some parametric data for the device to execute. Once the user clicks the execute button, the data packet is constructed and sent to the Intelligent Object. The services then wait for the reply to determine if the function has been executed on the device. This process is further explained in the next section.

5.2. Execution Response (Device to Server)

Execution response is a process that conforms to protocol standards, once extracting the function name and the function parameters; it looks up the function matrix. Function matrix is a collection of device functions. The functions are native to the device. An air conditioning system might have a function matrix which holds different types of functions such as to turn on or off the air conditioner, or to set the temperature or the timer. This process is illustrated in Figure 8. Once the function has been found, the next process is to check the parameters (if any). This will set up the function to execute in a particular way, or to execute particular bit of data supplied by the user.
The process is smart enough to determine if it is a valid request. If by chance the function does not exist, or a particular parameter has not been defined correctly, the services are notified, thus notifying the user with an error message. Once the function has been successfully executed, the user is once again notified.

6. ASYNCHRONOUS DEVICE STATUS NOTIFICATION

Status notification and device callback functionality allows application to make decisions based on returned status codes. The application is also informed by the device at what state the device is currently at. With that information, it is able to dictate what the next process of execution should or should not be. The IOF makes this possible through the protocol definition allowing status codes to be sent depending on the type of operation the user or application has executed. The device is able to process requests and once the request has been completed, status codes are generated. There are two types of status codes: user status and application status. The user status is purely for user information and does not have impact on the response of the application. The application specific status replies are intended only for processing of device data.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents analysis of functional requirements for the Intelligent Object Framework which aims to provide a platform independent device management by utilization of existing components. The focus is on deriving primary functionality of server and client applications through device discovery, server discovery, device function exchange, device execution process and asynchronous device status notification.
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